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Jagr in touch with 2-3 NHL teams
LeBrun: Jagr still hopes to play in NHL this season
Jaromir Jagr is drawing interest from the KHL,
but his dream of playing again in the NHL may
not be dead yet.
According to TSN Hockey Insider Pierre
LeBrun, Jagr is in contact with two-to-three
NHL clubs and is hoping to sign before the end
of training camp.
Should he fail to sign before the end of camp,
LeBrun reports Jagr could then look into
joining the KHL and playing in the Olympics.
However, in any scenario, the 45-year-old is not considering retirement, according to LeBrun.
Jagr spent last season with the Florida Panthers, scoring 16 goals and adding 30 assists while appearing
in all 82 games. He became the league's second-leading scorer all-time last season, with his 1,914
points trailing only Wayne Gretzky.
Larry Brooks of the New York Post reported in July the Panthers promised to re-sign Jagr after the
expansion draft, but then changed their mind.

1) Jaromir Jagr is going to play for KHL. a) true b) false
2) Jagr has scored more goals than Wayne Gretzky. a) true b) false
3) According to LeBrun, Jagr may play in the Olympics. a) true b) false

Solution: 1b, 2b, 3a
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What Do the British Prime Minister and George Clooney Have in Common?
All have links to the small English village of Sonning on the river Thames
When Theresa May unexpectedly and rather suddenly replaced
David Cameron as prime minister of the U.K., journalists scrambled
to find out more about her personal life.
Ms. May has always been a very private person, but one little-known
fact about the new leader has come to light: She is one of the many
public figures who favor a small village on the river Thames just
outside Reading and about one hour’s drive from central London.
When she’s not in her Westminster flat or at her new home at 10 Downing St., Ms. May and her
husband, Philip, have a weekend retreat in Sonning, where their neighbors include Boris Johnson, the
new foreign secretary who campaigned for Brexit, and Led Zeppelin guitarist Jimmy Page.
Even singer Taylor Swift and Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie have reportedly considered buying another
home in the area.
However, perhaps Ms. May’s most glamorous
neighbors to date are George and Amal
Clooney—the A-list actor and his lawyer wife
bought a nine-bedroom mansion in Sonning
around two years ago.
The home, known as Aberlash House, dates to
the 17th century, sits on four acres of land and
boasts a spa, swimming pool, tennis court,
boathouse and a separate cottage. They had
been renovating the estate at a rumored cost of
£20 million ($26.4 million) and are thought to
have moved into their new home in April.
1) Theresa May has a house in Reading.
a) true b) false
2) George Cloony’s house has more than
seven bedrooms.
a) true b) false
3) Angelina Jolie has moved to a house
in Sonning.
a) true b) false

Solution: 1b, 2a, 3b

